The **LIQUOR, CANNABIS, AND PSYCHEDELICS LAW SECTION** provides networking and education opportunities to attorneys who practice in, or are interested in, these areas of law. The Section serves as a repository of information to guide practitioners through these highly technical areas of law and is comprised of a network of highly skilled practitioners working together to interpret the rules, regulations, and industry developments in order to further best practice guidelines for these developing and established industries.*

*As of Jan. 2023 BOG-approved section bylaws revision, the Cannabis Law Section has a new title and expanded scope.

**SECTION ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

- 2 Mini-CLEs

**HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR**

- Increased member involvement by increasing and filling the number of Executive Committee positions.
- Held monthly open meetings for the benefit of the Section for planning and housekeeping purposes, and as a forum for members to discuss legal topics relevant to those members.